The rectangular collocation approach makes it possible to solve the Schrödinger equation with basis functions that do not have amplitude in all regions in which wavefunctions have significant amplitude. Collocation points can be restricted to a small region of space. As no integrals are computed, there are no problems due to discontinuities in the potential, and there is no need to use integrable basis functions. In this paper, we show, for the Kohn-Sham equation, that machine learning can be used to drastically reduce the size of the collocation point set. This is demonstrated by solving the Kohn-Sham equations for CO and H2O. We solve the Kohn-Sham equation on a given effective potential which is a critical part of all DFT calculations, and monitor orbital energies and orbital shapes. We use a combination of Gaussian process regression and a genetic algorithm to reduce the collocation point set size by more than an order of magnitude (from about 51,000 points to 2,000 points) while retaining mHartree accuracy.
Introduction
In this paper, we propose new ideas for choosing the points used with rectangular collocation to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation using the Kohn-Sham equation as a test case.
Rectangular collocation has been used to solve both the vibrational and the electronic Schrödinger equations. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] We solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation (SE)
where ̂ is the Hamiltonian operator, which is the sum of a kinetic energy operator (KEO) ̂ and the potential energy operator ̂; ( ) is a wavefunction; and E is an energy. It needs to be solved when computing electronic energy levels, as well as when computing (ro)vibrational spectra. [14] [15] [16] In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumed here, one can separately solve the electronic and nuclear Schrödinger equations. In the electronic case, x is a vector of all the electronic coordinates (of which there are 3Ne, where Ne is the number of electrons considered in the model) and the potential term ̂= ( ) is due to Coulombic interactions among electrons and nuclei. Considering ( ) in Eq. 1 as an explicit function of the 3Ne (Cartesian)
coordinates gives rise to various wavefunction-based ab initio approaches. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In this paper we solve a specific electronic Schrödinger equation: the single-electron Kohn Sham equation
which is the basis of Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (DFT). 22, 23 In the KS case, Eq.
1 takes the form, 
where ( ) is the electron density, ( ) is an effective potential, ( ) is the exchangecorrelation potential, ( ) is the Coulombic potential due to the nuclei, ( ) are the orbitals, and i indexes different solutions of Eq. 2. Here, x is a vector of three Cartesian coordinates. We use atomic units (a.u.). Because Kohn-Sham DFT is computationally much less costly than wavefunction-based methods, it dominates ab initio materials modeling and much of molecular modeling. It is Eq. 2 that is solved in this article. We note that both ( ) in wavefunction-based approaches and ( ) in DFT are singular due to the singular nature of the (Coulombic) ionic potential. Pseudopotentials can be used to remove the singularity at the cost of accuracy. 24 The time-independent Schrödinger equation one must solve to compute a ro-vibrational spectrum of an isolated molecule has the form of Eq. 1, but the potential is obtained from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and the KEO, written in terms of coordinates that specify the shape and orientation of the molecule, is complicated. Cartesian coordinates can be used when translation and rotation are frustrated.
As discussed in section 2, collocation is useful for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation because it obviates the need to choose quadrature points with which integrals can be approximated. In particular, because there are no integrals, singularities and slow potential decay in the asymptotic region pose no problems. Methods related to collocation have been previously used to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation. In some cases, 12, 13, [25] [26] [27] analytic integrals are used for some matrix elements; this is fundamentally different from our approach in which there are no integrals and all matrix elements are determined by evaluating functions at points. In other cases, 12, [28] [29] [30] collocation is used, but with complicated basis functions.
In a recent work, 31 we have shown that rectangular collocation can be effective for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. We explicitly excluded points from the cusp region and concentrated collocation points around atoms without sampling the exponential tails of the wavefunction. We showed that this point placement strategy is advantageous compared to a uniform grid. Slater-type basis functions were used, which is difficult with a variational method. We solved the Schrödinger equation for the H atom and H2 + and the Kohn-Sham equation for CO and H2O. The same ideas will also work when the operator on the left in Eq.
2 is the Fock operator. When solving the KS equation, to achieve our target mHa accuracy, we used about M = 51,000 collocation points. 31 in any DFT calculation. This step produces orbitals and their energies. In a complete DFT calculation, to achieve self-consistency, the orbitals and energies are used to assemble a new effective potential and density for the next step and for total energy calculations. This is done with well-established procedures and is not considered here. Orbital energies themselves are also explicitly used in many types of simulations including linear-response time-dependent DFT calculations, 32 estimations of ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) including higher IP and lower EA; 33 in applications, they are also widely used to approximate redox potentials and driving forces to electron transfer. 34, 35 In addition, electronic coupling is often estimated based on orbital energy splitting 36 and energies of core electronic orbitals are helpful in the analysis of XPS spectra. 37 We therefore focus on orbital energies in order to optimize collocation points. We optimize the collocation points by choosing them to minimize the root means square error (rmse) of the potential obtained by representing the exact potential with Gaussian processes (GP). 38, 39 We hypothesize that points that are the best for representing the potential are also good for solving the SE. This is strikingly demonstrated by calculations on formaldehyde, where it was shown that it is possible to compute accurate vibrational levels using only points on the slabs required to determine a multimode representation [40] [41] [42] [43] of the PES. 5 It was also shown in Ref. 11 where the fitting points (used with GP and neural network PES representations) that reduced the global PES error also reduced the error in vibrational levels computed with collocation. To minimize the potential rmse, we use a genetic algorithm (GA). 44 A GA is used to avoid the problem of local minima. We feed the GA populations obtained by optimizing the parameters of a probability distribution used to select them. We show, for the solution of the KS equation for CO and H2O, that this scheme is capable of reducing the collocation point set size from about 51,000 points to only 2,000-3,000 points while maintaining mHa accuracy.
Collocation and its advantages
Both the electronic and the nuclear Schrödinger equations are typically solved by expanding the wavefunction in a basis:
with a vector of coefficients c and basis functions ( ). The SE then becomes
If Eq. 5 is multiplied on the left by ( ) and integrated over the support of the basis functions, one obtains the matrix version of the Schrödinger equation in the variational approach: (ii) To ensure that quadrature approximations to integrals are accurate, it is best to choose basis functions for which integrals of ( ) ( (iv) For some problems, the quadrature grid required to compute accurate potential and overlap matrix elements is larger than the basis size. 46, 47 When solving the vibrational problem, if the quadrature grid is large enough, an analytic PES is necessary, as the number of points is too large to be computed ab initio.
Collocation is an alternative way to cast the Schrödinger equation into matrix form. [48] [49] [50] [51] It also uses a basis expansion of the wavefunction, but the coefficients are determined by demanding that the Schrödinger equation be satisfied at a set of points { }, = 1, … , :
or in matrix form
where 
The exact solutions of Eq. 9 are approximate solutions of Eq. 8. Several authors have noticed that when Eq. 9 is used, it is not necessary that matrix elements be good approximations for integrals. [57] [58] [59] This "rectangular collocation" approach has the following properties and advantages: (ii) Any basis functions can be used. There is no requirement that ( ) ( ) ′ ( ) or 
31
(iv) The basis is deemed complete if, at the M>N collocation points,
≈ 0, i.e. the series converges pointwise.
(v) Any point distribution can be used. Important parts of space can be emphasized. In fact, accurate energies can be computed using only points in a small region of space.
For example, we have shown that levels are accurate even when the collocation set does not extend to the classical turning points or when the points are placed on lowdimensional slabs. 5, 31 (vi) As no integrals need to be converged, the required collocation point set is, in some cases, small enough that the potential can be directly evaluated at the points, obviating the need to fit a PES. 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (vii) When using Eq. 9, it is not necessary to store matrices of size × , it is possible to store matrices only of dimension × , see Ref.
1.
These are significant advantages which should be utilized in applications.
One disadvantage of collocation is the fact that the matrix ( + ) is not symmetric, which increases the cost of computing the eigenvalues. Eigenvalues that are not converged may be complex. Although collocation has the advantage that accurate spectra can be computed with fewer points than would be required with quadrature, when the point set is not dense, the wavefunction between the points might be poor, as the method only focuses on satisfying the Schrödinger equation at the points. Although many collocation point sets work well, for some points sets, the condition number of is large and it is not possible to calculate accurate eigenvalues. Rectangular collocation is useful because there is a large middle ground between a point set with which quadrature approximations for elements of the overlap matrix are accurate and point sets for which the condition number of is a problem. Rectangular collocation has been successfully applied to compute anharmonic molecular spectra of molecules with as many as 15 fully coupled degrees of freedom. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The relatively small size of the collocation point set and ability to compute the potential matrix without an analytic PES make it possible to compute anharmonic spectra for molecules on surfaces [6] [7] [8] 10 which is useful in applications such as heterogeneous catalysis, photocatalysis, and electrochemical power sources. 61 Collocation has recently been used in multi-configuration time dependent Hartree 62 calculations.
63,64

Methods
The Kohn-Sham Eq. 2 for CO and H2O was solved using Eqs. 8, 9 with = { , , }. The C-O bond length was set to 1.128 Å; the H-O bond length to 0.965 Å, and the HOH angle to 104 degrees. We solve the Kohn-Sham equation on a given effective potential computed with Gaussian 09. 65 Electrostatic potentials (ESP) and the density were output from single-point
Gaussian 09 calculations as cube files with a resolution of 0.0945 Bohr and 200 points in each direction. The 6-311++g(2d,2p) basis was used. We used the X functional 66 to simplify constructing the exchange-correlation potential (which in the case of X is exchange-only): 
for relevant levels. In Eq. 11, "| |" implies that the absolute values of the elements of vectors are used; it is not a norm. We use the residual of Eq. 11 because it is a rectangular residual Simple exponential functions ( ) = − were used for radial components. The exponential form has the advantage that it has the correct form close to the nuclear cusp. 68 The parameter determines the basis function width. At each center, we use several which we denote, = 1,…, . That is, we use a multi-zeta type basis. 15 The values of were chosen to approximately minimize Res.
We computed the lowest energy levels starting from core 1s levels of O and C and up to the molecular valence states (HOMO, highest occupied molecular orbital, and LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
where rand is a random number in the range [0, 1]. Because there is a random element in Eq 12, the point set depends on the specific random sequence. This point selection scheme is similar to the simple potential-weighted scheme used for point selection in vibrational molecules) resulted in a collocation set of about 51,000 points, which was large enough to achieve millihartree accuracy in Ref. 31 . In this paper, the parameters  and  are partially optimized. is selected to ensure that all minima are sampled and that the point set obtained from Eq. 12 includes M' = 1000, 2000, and 3000 points. is chosen by making plots and choosing  values that minimize the mean absolute error (mae), on the full point set (about 51,000), of a potential represented with Gaussian Processes (GP) and obtained from a fitting set with M' points. GP was programmed using Python's scikit-learn library. 70 The rational quadratic kernel was used. Near-optimal kernel parameters were determined by doing several trial regressions and kept fixed.
Once good values of  and  have been identified, we use them and Eq. 12 to generate 48 sets with M' = 1000 points, 48 sets with M' = 2000 points and 48 sets with M'= 3000 points.
A genetic algorithm, home-coded in Python, is used to determine an optimal point set for each of these three populations. For each M', the points undergo crossover and mutation for a number of generations. Crossover is done as follows: 1) select the best 24 datasets; 2) randomly select 24 sets of 2 parents from the best 24; 3) from each set of parents, make a new dataset whose points have a 50% probability of coming from each of the two parents. Each of these 24 new datasets then undergoes mutation by replacing some of its M' points with points randomly selected from the uniform grid of 200×200×200. The "best" 24 are the sets for which the rmse, on the point set with about 51,000 points, of the GP potential is the smallest. Each of the M' points has a mutation rate of 4% (probability to be mutated). Together, the best 24 sets and the 24 offspring generated from them constitute a new set of 48 points and a new "generation".
The process of making generations is repeated until convergence is achieved. We find that evolution for about 30 generations is sufficient to optimize the point set. The set with the best fitness value is then used as the collocation point set to compute energy levels.
Results
Optimization of parameters V' and  of the probability density function
Here we describe the procedure we use to choose a  value for CO; a similar procedure is used for H2O. We aim to achieve mHa accuracy with about 2,000 collocation points. We therefore select 2,000 points by applying Eq. 12 to all 8,000,000 cube points for different V'
and  pairs. When a V' and  pair results in more than 2,000 points after application of Eq.
12, we select randomly 2,000 points from the resulting set. If fewer than 2,000 points are selected by Eq. 12, all those points are used. For each V',  pair and its set of ≤ 2,000 points, we compute the rmse, the mae (mean absolute error) of the GP effective potential at all the Figure 2 for a one-dimensional slice of the effective potential along the CO bond. The value of V' is chosen to be above -110 a.u. to make sure that the minimum of the effective potential well at the C atom (this minimum is finite due to discretization) is within the range of energies in which the probability of selection is unity, as well as to make sure that about 2,000 points are be obtained with Eq. 12 (lower / more negative values of  and  result in fewer points). With  = 0 and V' = -108 a.u., about 2,000 points are selected with Eq. 12. Similarly, the best 1,000 and 3,000 point sets were obtained by adjusting V' so that applying Eq. 12 to the 8,000,000 cube points gives, respectively, about 1,000 or 3,000 points.
The resulting point distribution, with  = 0 and V' = -108 a.u. and 2,000 points is shown in Table 1 shows the Gaussian 09 reference KS energies as well as energies and errors computed with collocation using point distributions obtained with Eq. 12 and different  and  parameters. In column three of Table 1 , we report energies computed with the  and  parameters of Ref. 31, but using only 2,000 points. The errors are huge. Column 4 has energies computed with the "good"  and  values, determined as explained in this subsection.
Although the errors are much smaller, they are still unacceptably large. Even worse, the wavefunctions computed from such collocation point sets have extraneous features (see below). Much smaller errors (the GAGP columns) can be obtained, as presented in the next subsection, by using the probability density function determined by the best  and  values as the starting point for an optimization with a GA. Table 1 . Kohn-Sham energies of CO computed with Gaussian 09 (reference) and with collocation on the same effective potential using different collocation point sets, constructed using the probability density function of Eq. 12 with particular V' parameters without or with ("GPGA") subsequent application of machine learning (a combination of Gaussian process regression and a genetic algorithm). HOMO and LUMO energies are in bold. The sum of the eigenvalues of the occupied states and its error as well as the rmse of the GPinterpolated Veff are given at the bottom. The errors in the KS levels and in the sum vs. the reference are also given ("error" Table 2 . Kohn-Sham energies of H2O computed with Gaussian 09 (reference) and with collocation on the same effective potential using different collocation point sets, constructed using the probability density function of Eq. 12 with particular V' parameters without or with ("GPGA") subsequent application of machine learning (a combination of Gaussian process regression and a genetic algorithm). HOMO and LUMO energies are in bold. The sum of the eigenvalues of the occupied states and its error as well as the rmse of the GPinterpolated Veff are given at the bottom. The errors in the KS levels and in the sum vs. the reference are also given ("error"). All values are in a.u. The values in columns labelled by "2,000 (Eq. 12)" have poor reproducibility and should be viewed as representative.
no. of points 51,000 (Eq. 12) 2,000 (Eq. 12) 2,000 (Eq. 12) 1,000 (GAGP) 2,000 (GAGP) 3,000 (GAGP) Generation 12 Final 
Machine learning optimization of point distribution
CO energies computed with the collocation point set refined with the GA using the accuracy of the GP approximation to the potential are also shown in Table 1 . Using only 2,000 points, errors of about one mHa are obtained. For comparison, energies with 1,000 and 3,000 collocation points are also given. They were computed from the GP+ GA optimization, starting with points obtained from Eq. 12 with  and  values determined as explained in the previous section. With only 1,000 points, it was not possible to achieve mHa accuracy; with 3,000 points errors are about 10 -3 a.u. for both the levels and the sum of eigenvalues for the occupied levels (the bandstructure part of the total energy). We observe that the accuracy of the energies is not a monotonic function of the accuracy of the potential. For example, better energies are obtained from intermediate GA generations (see e.g. generation 22 in Table 1 in the 2,000 point case)
than in the final generation that has a slightly smaller potential error. This highlights the limits of the strategy of minimizing potential error when the density of the data is low. Nevertheless, mHa accuracy of the CO KS spectrum is maintained through final generations.
We used a similar strategy to optimize the collocation point set for H2O. Similar values of  / V' and  were needed to select 1,000 / 2,000 / 3,000 points from the total set of 8,000,000, see Table 2 . For H2O, we do not choose  so that all points close to a H nucleus are accepted by Eq. 12 because H 1s levels do not preserve their character in the molecule, contrary to 1s levels of C and O atoms in CO. Similar to the CO case, with 2,000 points, energy errors are ( Table 2 ).
Conclusions
We have used a genetic algorithm to optimize the collocation point set used to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation with the rectangular collocation approach. Other ideas have been used before to identify the most important region of a potential surface when studying nuclear dynamics. Here, we used machine learning for point optimization. 71, 72 The optimization criterion is the accuracy of a Gaussian Processes regression potential made from the points.
Using an optimized set of 2,000 points to solve the Kohn-Sham equations for CO and H2O with a reference effective potential yields orbital energies and a sum of energies with errors of about a mHa. This point set is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the point set employed in Ref. 31 , indicating that points that are good for representing the potential are also good for computing energies. This is useful because it means that the potential can be used to refine the point set without solving the Schrödinger equation. We fed the GA populations generated by choosing points using a probability distribution with parameters optimized with the GP interpolated potential and large set of test points. We observe that although it is helpful to start with a good probability density function, optimizing its parameters is not by itself sufficient to achieve mHa accuracy: it is necessary to also do the GA refinement.
A key advantage of rectangular collocation is the possibility to compute accurate energies using small basis sets and basis functions that have no amplitude at singularities and do not satisfy integrability conditions. Another advantage is that one may use a small collocation point set and that many point distributions work well. All of these advantages stem from the fact that no integrals are computed. In this paper, we show that machine learning can be used to significantly reduce the size of the collocation point set, without loss of accuracy. It is possible that by using a small basis and an optimized point set with rectangular collocation it will be less costly to solve the Schrödinger equation than with standard methods.
The idea of choosing points for solving the Schrödinger equation by optimizing the accuracy of an interpolant for the potential is interesting. For the molecules studied in this paper, it works, but is not perfect. We observe that slightly better energies are obtained with point sets having some slightly larger potential rmse values. For CO, mHa accuracy was then maintained through later generations of the GA optimization, but the accuracy did not improve as the potential rmse slightly improved. For the water molecule, mHa accuracy was achieved in intermediate generations, but lost in later generations, with a couple levels having errors as large as 10 -2 a.u., although the potential rmse did slightly improve. This is indicative of the limits of using potential errors to guide the choice of collocation points when the points are not dense enough and highlights the need to explore other optimization criteria. Overall, however, potential-driven GA optimization is effective. For both CO and H2O, GA-optimized collocation point sets resulted in correct orbital shapes and accurate energies and with no GA optimization, although energies are relatively accurate, points drawn from the same distribution can yield bad orbitals (incorrect behavior between collocation points) and high rectangular residuals.
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